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Authors may not always be fully aware why they write their books. When composing this book, I felt that my reasons were simple and compelling. When I returned to teaching law at a somewhat advanced age, I happened to rediscover how much comparative methods help to develop students’ ability to define legal problems and to collect materials for solving them. Moreover, there is something exciting for them in being exposed to ways of reasoning they are not familiar with. I wrote the book in the hope that any serious reader of it would have the same experience.

The reader I had in mind was the senior student of law, history or political science, not necessarily British or American, with a certain interest in general problems of law or politics, or with a cosmopolitan view of life in society. However, other readers, whatever their background or their vocation in life, may also benefit from the methods I have used for making foreign constitutional systems accessible by comparing them to others. Constitutional law, if well explained, is not all that difficult to understand.

The book could not have been written without the help of a number of persons and institutions. I am thinking, in particular, of the Cambridge law faculty, which provided me in 1999–2000, when I was Goodhart Professor of Law, with a tiny little office in the heart of the Squire Law Library, very close to the law reports. My Utrecht academic friend Tom Zwart helped me to collect materials; he also contributed to the evolution of my ideas by identifying new constitutional developments. Other friends and colleagues encouraged me to keep trying my hand at mastering some basic issues of comparative constitutional law. Finally, the Cambridge University Press assisted me in finding my style of writing.

The first two chapters of the book elaborate some ideas I had already developed in some of my earlier works, written in Dutch. Chapters 3 and 6 rely heavily, though not exclusively, on (respectively) the American and the French literature. Chapter 4 is mainly based on earlier publications of
mine in English, French and Dutch, in particular on methods of human rights protection. Chapters 5, 9 and 10 are entirely original with regard to anything known to me in existing literature. The other chapters chiefly serve for giving cohesion to the book and transforming its text into a real exposé.

I owe the reader one final remark: it has been a great pleasure to compose this book.

T. K.
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